Abstract
Introduction
Artificial Neural Networks [1] is an important direction of intelligent technology development, through the data collection condition, Nonlinear system modeling method that can help people better understand the nature of things running. Neural networks are frequently used in modeling, which can help people to build up the actual work structure of relationships between various factors, such as mutual influence [2] . It with many other people in the relevant fields of the lessons learned, methods, algorithms, used in combination with studies on combustion, changing look of the boiler to the boiler working environment in a good combustion state parameters of the corresponding the ratio of these data records found, timely adjustment according to working conditions, a trend of future development.
In this paper, a power plant 200 tons / hour thermal power units for the study, using the RBF network combustion process of the boiler main steam pressure loop (single-input single-output system) modeling experiment, due to the traditional neural network modeling is not ideal, so in this paper, particle swarm optimization on RBF network to improve, continue to use the improved method for the entire boiler combustion system (multi-input multi-output system) to optimize the use of relevant data on the model for simulation and verification.
Radial basis function [3] (at any point in the space between the center and purpose of a monotonic function of the Euclidean metric) as the activation function, hence the name, the neural network weight vector selection between the vector and the threshold value from the activation function as an argument, and its structure Figure 1-1 (1-1)
Between the network output and ||dist|| the relationship is reversed, ||dist|| becomes large, the network output is decreased, and vice versa, if zero, then the output is 1. In Figure 1 -1, there is an argument, which is the deviation can be used to correct the speed corresponding neurons. In order to solve different problems encountered in the work, we can adopt RBF neurons [4] and other neurons portfolio accordingly. We can see from Figure 1 -2 that consists of three layers of neurons combined subgroup of the basic RBF neural network. For basic RBF neural network, the first layer is used to receive data and associated data transmission, we assume that the first layer and the intermediate layer strength of the connection between them is fixed at 1. The role of different objectives is not the same, so they choose to learn training methods are not the same. Intermediate layer using GAUSS function [5] only for network parameter correction, because it is non-linear method, so the learning rate than using a linear method for linear output layer to optimize the right a lot slower. Particle swarm optimization [6] is an evolutionary algorithm that randomly combined with iterative methods, in order to find the best for different solutions to the problem, is built on the basis of population, the group continued in accordance with the optimal solution space particles adjustments, the there are kinds of memory function, which is different from the traditional evolutionary algorithm survival of the fittest.
Mathematical algorithm [7] is described as follows:
For example, there is an N-dimensional solution space objective, spatial memory in a population, the population consists of m particles, also known as population size.
We will first particle i expressed as D-dimensional position vector: 1 2 ( , , , )
Accordance with Applicable values in the known function calculates the fitness value of particles.
We use I particle speed, which is expressed as the particle displacement: 1 2 ( , , , , , )
We use I particle to now find the best point, which is expressed as the optimal solution: 1 2 ( , , , , , )
Now we have found the entire population of the best point:
According to the following formula all the particles according should be in the previous iteration to constantly adjust their speed and position:
, k is the number of iterations, particle i after the k th iteration has flight speed is expressed k id v ; that the particles after k iterations denoted by k id z , the range of 1 r and 2 r is [0 1]. They can be used to maintain particle swarm diversity. In order to summarize the particles can be on their own , so that particles tend to have experienced its own best position and the whole swarm experienced the best location, We introduce two learning factors 1 c , 2 c usually 2
,in order to avoid particles into local minimum, and to accelerate the convergence speed of particle swarm optimization, we can constantly change approach 1 c , 2 c .For different objectives, . Equation (2-1) is the first iteration of the particle velocity, that it has a memory capacity of the middle term is "cognitive" section, indicating its own learning, and the final one to "society" section, on behalf of the sharing of information between the particles and mutual cooperation. By means of the formula (2-2), the particles according to the speed of the previous iteration, and in accordance with its own best experience and best practices of all particles to change the distance between the speed, and finally to the new location point.
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Improved Clustering Algorithm
Suppose a sample data were located within the W-dimensional space, then for all these data points, any point can be expressed as the density indicators: Through the formula below, we can get all the density indicators of data dots. From these data, choose the maximum value and record it (set as 1 c D ) and update it as new clustering point. In this way, the density index of each data dot will change accordingly. After update, the formula can be signified as:
In the formula，arising the s th cluster center is indicated by ts
After finishing the revision of all density indicators, go on to determine the next clustering center 2 t x . If it doesn't satisfy formulate（2-5） ，namely, the highest density value now is much smaller than that of initial density index, repeat the above loop. If it satisfies the formula, end the clustering. This paper explores the excellent optimizing ability of particle swarm optimization (PSO) [8] and analyzes the ability to determine the number of clustering centers with subtractive clustering algorithm, as well as the ability of K-means to keep revising the clustering centers and puts forward improvement methods. The specific process is as follows: 1). Process data and give uniform pretreatment for all the data. Find out the specific number of clustering centers (using subtractive clustering algorithm), which is also the number of center nodes in RBF network.
(1) Calculate the density of all sample dots (using formula (2-3) ). Find out the maximum from these density indices. The first clustering center is the corresponding data position 2) The determination of the initial particle swarm (using K-means), we generally use experimental method to determine the number of initial particles. If we specify the scale of initial particle swarm as T, to produce T initial particle swarms, we need to execute K-means for T times.
(1) The number of K-means clustering centers is to determine the number of clustering 
T t > is met, go on to the next step. If not, repeat the above step； (4) When K-means is completed, each particle contains T initial particles of A clustering centers.
To generate clustering dots in accordance with the principle of arbitrariness is the feature K-means clustering. This kind of arbitrariness will cause the irregularity of clustering centers and even make some cluttering dots beyond the correct limits. While PSO uses the T types of clustering results produced in T times of clustering as a method for initial particle swarm. It can reduce the serious interference or initial sample dots in k-means clustering.
The Parameters Adjustment in Neural Network
Neural network has a lot of parameters to be trained. There is interaction between parameters. If they are not trained properly, the final result may be affected. Major parameters include weight, width of GAUSS function and network center. The training method of network parameters [9] in this paper is PSO. The detailed steps are as follows: 1) Through the use of K-means clustering, we can determine T groups of clustering centers. Accordingly, we can get the weights between hidden layer and output layer of the T groups, as well as the width of GAUSS function and combine them as initial particle swarm
. Then PSO can be applied to adjust.
2) According to PSO, the particle swarm is constantly trained. The moving direction and speed of particles are constantly changed with the target. When it fits for the requirement (typically find out the optimizing results in accord with requirements or satisfy the expected iterations) [10] , the work is over. The determination of all network parameters is completed. For main steam pressure and fuel flow loop, in general, this loop mainly includes the pressure for coal and main steam. Therefore, we can use neural network, based on the actual data from scene, to set up a relational model between the two, namely the system model for single input and output.
Modeling of the Main Steam Pressure Test based on RBF Neural Network
We still adopt the 100 groups of data in a certain power plant as sample to train network and establish a RBF neural network model of single input and output between the pressure of coal and main steam. After 250 times, the network is built. Its training error curve is shown in Figure 3- 
Figure 3-1. The Training Error Curve of the Main Steam Pressure
To test the feasibility of the improved method, we still use the original 100 groups of testing data, through comparing with the ordinary neural network modeling, we can see that after improvement, the error between network output and actual output is basically within 5%, except for individual dots. It reaches the requirements for modeling parameters. Besides, the modeling effect is obviously better than that of pre-improvement model. So the established model with improved methods is suitable for actual model. The improvement methods are feasible and effective. Thus, the new model we establish with improved methods is more suitable for the relationship between main steam pressure and coal infeed.
Optimization Modeling of Boiler Combusting based on Improved RBF Neural Network
Previously, we have given modeling simulation and verification over the main steam pressure loop for the process of boiler combustion. The results show that main steam pressure system of single input and output is feasible and effective. On this basis, we simulate and verify the whole boiler combustion system with improved methods. Since actual situation of each power plant is different, the collected data are different, too. This paper aims at the production data of power plants and analyzes the relationship between boiler output and input. The coal infeed, load, induced draft fan and blower opening are selected as input, while boiler efficiency and oxygen content of flue gas are selected as output. We can know that the improved neural network based on PSO has a high training speed for multiple-input and output system. Besides, the model is quite accurate, too. Except that some dots have big errors, there is no great difference between network output and actual output. The errors of a large majority of sample dots are controlled within 5%.
They meet the demand for actual production and explicitly reflect the working situation of boilers. Thus it is obvious that this improved method is feasible and effective for the whole combustion system.
Simulation Results
29 groups of data outside the training samples are selected as testing data. The comparison figures between improved output of heat efficiency and carbon contents and the ordinary output is obtained. The accuracy and feasibility of improved methods are verified. We can see the actual effect of improved methods more clearly. Figure 5 -2, we can know that the improved neural network based on PSO has a high training speed for multiple-input and output system. Besides, the model is quite accurate, too. Except that some dots have big errors, there is no great difference between network output and actual output. The errors of a large majority of sample dots are controlled within 5%. Moreover, the combustion efficiency of system is significantly improved, which to a large extent, reduces the production costs.
Conclusion
This paper proposes to use neutral network for the modeling of boiler combustion system. Since ordinary neural network in the past doesn't have an ideal effect on the modeling of boiler combustion system. This paper adopts particle swarm optimization (PSO) to improve the network. The results indicate that the model set up with improved method is obviously superior to ordinary neutral network. They are actually tested in factories. The results indicate that after improvement, the combustion system is very accurate. The utilization rate of system combustion is further improved, too, thus effectively reducing the production costs.
